SPONSOR BENEFITS

$10,000+ Inspire
- Logo and recognition on the DLC’s website home page
- Named Internship - Because this amount represents the DLC’s essential costs to cover the wages for one summer intern participant, a sponsorship at this level will be recognized by assigning the company name to one intern: “Student Name, ABC University, sponsored by Company Name”
- Plus all the benefits below!

$5,000+ Empower
- Recognition as a DLC “premier sponsor” in our annual impact report
- Logo and recognition on the sponsorship page
- Logo on DLC event t-shirts
- Logo on program and welcome posters at end of summer intern symposium
- Plus all the benefits below!

$2,500+ Motivate
- Year-round recognition as a DLC sponsor on our recognition wall in the Lemur Landing Gift Shop
- Plus all the benefits below!

$1,000+ Imagine
- Logo with hyperlink to company website on DLC Sponsor Web Page
- Plus all the benefits below!

$500+ Nurture
- Text listing with hyperlink to company website on DLC Sponsor Web Page